Group Meeting Summary

Team 1

02/06/2002

1 General Information

Title of Meeting: Third Group Meeting
Meeting Called By: Jack Daoud
Date, Time, and Place: 02/06/2002, 4:30pm, 500 Computer Center
Type of Meeting: informal
Present Participants: buchanon, daoud, iliev, dennig
Meeting Facilitator: buchanon
Meeting Recorder: daoud

2 Summary

We did alot to rebuild the class and use-case models. Much progress made towards the final Models. The prototype design is done and coding has started.

2.1 Accomplishments

1. Iliev showed our models to date in Dome. Discussion ensued.
2. Data Dictionary partially done
3. Layout for prototype finalized
4. More questions for the Client
5. Further refinement of Class/Use-Case Models
6. Alternate auction web sites explored
2.2 Problems and Setbacks

2.3 Action Items

1. Contact Customer with questions (dennig)
2. Update Dome models to reflect changes made (iliev)
3. Document Data Dictionary (dennig)
4. Update prototype (buchanon)
5. Refactor web pages (buchanon, daoud)
6. Code preliminary prototype (buchanon/all)